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"Giving to charities and non-profit organizations reached a
historic high in 2015. Individuals account for the largest

portion of donors, followed by foundation. Financial
support is estimated to grow slightly from 2015-16, though

declines in volunteerism may prompt organizations to
promote the importance of giving back to organizations in

a more physical way."
- Gina Cavato, Lifestyles and Leisure Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• Young adults are skeptical of company partnerships with charities and non-profits
• Adults want to donate, but likely won’t if they’re unfamiliar with the organization
• Circulating information via media isn’t as successful as through word of mouth

The terms “charity” and “non-profit” are often used interchangeably. However, all charities are non-
profits, but not all non-profits are charities. For the purposes of this Report, Mintel has used the
following definitions:

• Charity
: a non-profit organization whose main goals are philanthropic to benefit the general
public.

• Non-profit
: refers to an organization whose goals are to the mutual benefit of the participants; with
none of the net profits benefitting any individual or the general public.

This is the first Report Mintel has produced on attitudes toward charities and non-profits. Readers may
also be interested in Mintel’s The Ethical Consumer – US, July 2015 and Mintel’s Cause Marketing, US –
November 2014.
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iGeneration more interested in supporting almost all types
Figure 26: Causes interested in supporting, iGeneration vs all, June 2016
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Figure 27: Causes interested in supporting, by household income, June 2016

Helping others in need is primary reason for supporting charities

Causes are more likely to be supported if its mission affects people they know
Figure 28: Reasons for supporting charities, June 2016

Younger adults value the competitive edge charity support provides
Figure 29: Reasons for supporting charities – Select items, by generation, June 2016
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For parents, supporting charities is a family affair
Figure 30: Reasons for supporting charities – Select items, by parental status, June 2016
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Parents are more perceptive of digital media
Figure 35: Sources used to learn about a charity/non-profit – Digital media, by parental status, June 2016

Urban dwellers more aware of both traditional and digital media sources
Figure 36: Sources used to learn about a charity/non-profit – Traditional and digital media, by area, June 2016

Adults view company support of charities/non-profits as more sincere than self-interested
Figure 37: Perceptions of companies that support charities/non-profits, June 2016
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Figure 38: Perceptions of companies that support charities/non-profits, by gender, June 2016

Younger adults aren’t sold on company’s support of charities/non-profits
Figure 39: Perceptions of companies that support charities/non-profits – Self-serving, by the iGeneration vs Millennials, June 2016

Adults want to donate, but likely won’t if they’re unfamiliar
Figure 40: Attitudes toward charities and non-profits, June 2016

Millennials want to donate, many don’t have the financial ability to do so
Figure 41: Attitudes toward charities and non-profits, by Millennials vs all, June 2016

Adults with higher household incomes are more selective with donations
Figure 42: Attitudes about charities/non-profits, by household income, June 2016

Urban dwellers are more encouraged and satisfied with their support
Figure 43: Attitudes toward charities and non-profits, by area, June 2016

Figure 44: Charity and non-profit supporter segments, June 2016
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Figure 45: Profile of Enthusiastic Supporters, June 2016
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Figure 46: Profile of Open-minded Supporters, June 2016
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Demographics

Characteristics
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Figure 47: Profile of Selective Supporters, June 2016
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Figure 48: Profile of Skeptical Supporters, June 2016
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